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CX7 CONSOLE FEATURES:

MX810

Measurement Station Tilt & Roll Handrail Scale
The MX810 is the premier mobile measuring station on
the market. With it’s integrated digital height rod, it
quickly determines weight, height, and BMI. It features
1000 pound capacity and a standard ergonomic handrail
that can be grasped during weighing. The “tilt & roll”
design, large wheels, and battery operation makes
moving the scale effortless. Operation is easy and
intuitive, even for the first time user.
The scale features Befour’s proprietary MotionLock
Technology which automatically calculates the weight
of the most unsteady patients. It’s alkaline battery
power provides years of use and allows the scale to
be used anywhere.

EMR
Ready!

FEATURES/SPECIFICATIONS
 Displays weight, height, and BMI on
a single screen
 EMR connectivity via USB serial
output or optional wireless module
 ECO Weigh battery system provides
100,000 weighings per set of
(4) D-cell alkaline batteries (included)
 3-segment battery life indicator
 Large 1” LCD digits
 No AC outlet or recharging needed

Wrap-around heavy-duty handrail: Added security for
patients of all sizes. Unique handrail design does not
interfere with foot positioning.
Digital Height Measurement: Simply press HEIGHT and
raise the foldable headpiece. Height, in selectable units,
displays automatically.
“Tilt & Roll” Design: Always ready to move to another
location.
MotionLock Technology: Accurate weight even with an
unsteady user.
LB/KG Lockout: Quickly change setup to disable LB/KG
button so scale will only weigh in selected unit of measure.
New CX7 console: Displays only the information you
need - weight only or weight, height, and BMI.

Befour scales are made with
pride in the USA!

To move to a new location, simply tilt the
scale back on its large 3” wheels and roll
away. The scale fits through all
standard doorways.

Integrated digital height rod quickly and
accurately measures height. Unique
design has wide measuring range with no
exposed cables and height rod rotates
360˚ for easier positioning of head piece.

Scale Height ………………… 42”
Platform Dimensions ……..... 22” x 25” x 2”
System Weight ……………... 48 lbs.
Weight Capacity ………….… 1000 lbs. / 450 kg
Resolution ………………....... 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
Accuracy ….…....................... ± 0.1 lb. / (0.05 kg.)
Power Source ……………..... 4 D-cell alkaline batteries
Connectivity………………….. USB Serial or optional wireless
Height Rod Range……………38 - 88” / (97 - 225 cm)
Height Rod Accuracy …….... ± 0.1 in. / (0.2 cm.)
Height Display Formats ……..In, Ft & In, cm
Warranty ………...………...… 3 Years

